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ChiXing DVD Studio is a multifunctional DVD authoring, burning and editing tool that supports all major video format, including DVD+RW/R/RW, DVD+R/R DL, DVD+/-RW/+R, DVD-R/+R, DVD-RW/+R, DVD-R DL, DVD-RW DL, DVD-Video VOB/VOB+, DVD-Video ISO and DVD-Video menu templates, you can simply drag and drop to customize the template settings
and then burn to the disc. It is designed to be as easy to use as possible so it is an intuitive interface that contains a wizard-style interface on which you can select video and audio tracks, chapters and menus, adjust the settings for each one of them, as well as apply effects to the video and audio. If you want to check the work-in-progress edits, you can use the

preview window on the right side of the main window. There are a lot of menu templates you can choose from and make the DVD look more modern or more classic just as easy. In case you dont want to burn the data to disc, there is always the possibility to save the DVD structure to a folder on your hard drive or make an ISO image. Aimersoft Best DVD Burning
Software is a great DVD Flick alternative to burn DVD with custom DVD menus. As an all-in-one DVD authoring and burning tool, it well supports all popular video formats, such as AVI, MOV, MP4, FLV, WMV, 3GP, ASF, M4V, MKV, MOD, AVCHD, etc. 40+ free static and dynamic DVD menu templates are provided for your choice and you can also custom the DVD

menu templates with your favorite photos, music, frames, etc. easily. Besides, the built-in video editor enables you to touch up your videos in clicks by trimming, cropping, adding watermarks, adjusting video effects, etc. The equivalent Mac version is Aimersoft DVD Creation Software for Mac.
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Want to edit and create DVD menu templates? Avidemux is powerful but easy-to-use, no extra software and themes are required to make a good DVD menu. With its support of many popular file formats, such as AVI, MKV, and MOV, you can easily add background images, background music and background voiceover for your DVD or make interactive menus
with your choice of themes. It also provides a complete DVD authoring solution which can merge, split and/or join multiple AVI or MKV videos together as well as edit, copy, trim, crop videos, and convert videos to the formats you want. With the quick advanced features, Avidemux is also perfect for video projects such as dvd slide show, educational DVD, and

standalone DVD, etc. Aimersoft DVD Creator is a powerful DVD authoring software with many useful features. It can rip videos from videos and DVD discs, burn DVD disc, compress video to AVI, MPEG, and others and the user interface is so intuitive you don't need to read any manual! You can create and customize the DVD menu templates and many
background themes are provided for you. You can merge, split and join two or more video files and use built-in video editor to edit the timeline. If you want, ConvertXToDVD can create the background music that will be played while the menu is displayed, and the background image will be slide-in. You can set the total duration of the background music by double-

clicking on Music, and you can set the duration of the menu by clicking on Menu Duration and setting the duration accordingly. You can also set the rate of the menu, the rate of the video, and the rates of the audio by double clicking on the desired item and setting the values desired. 5ec8ef588b
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